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firemonkey applications can run on the desktop, on the android or ios mobile devices. and they can
also run on the web using websockets. there are various ways to connect your application to the
web. this is all described in a very in-depth documentation: the web connection framework. an
example: you have a desktop application with a button that opens a web browser. when your

application starts, it connects to a web server using a websocket. the web server generates html and
javascript that displays a web page in the web browser. when you press the button, the web browser

renders your application on the page, instead of showing a desktop application. your application
never knows it's being displayed in a web browser. this works for every platform that supports web

browsers. if you try all the demos, example applications or open source applications in the sdk
examples folder in the delphi and c++builder download, you will find they do not run on linux. this is
because they use vcl or fmx to draw on the screen. we continue create the firemonkey framewok for
linux. but we have to work on making the difference between linux and other operating systems less

apparent to developers. we are working to make firemonkey functions work as on other operating
systems, and we will work toward increasing how well delphi and c++builder can run on other

operating systems. fmxlinux cross-platform tools: new cross-platform technologies make building
apps easier than ever. use the same firemonkey code and ui on all supported operating systems,

including android, ios, and raspberry pi.
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if you already have a linux port of fmxlinux, you can follow the instructions on the installation page
for your linux flavor and perform the following steps: make sure that you have the correct version of

fmxlinux. download the zip file from the downloads page for your linux flavor. unzip the file to a
temporary location. update the fmxlinux library path in the registry if necessary. you can find the
fmxlinux registry entries at: those who wish to learn more about fmxlinux please take a look at its

project home page at github.com/embarcadero/fmxlinux. fmxlinux is developed by embarcadero and
provided for free to delphi and rad studio customers. it was developed in an effort to reduce the time
and cost of building applications that run on the linux platform. using fmxlinux is easy. the fmxlinux

project is available for download via your preferred package manager on linux. before installing
fmxlinux, you need to set the path to fmxlinux libraries. if you use the already available linux ports,
you can find the directory where your current linux packages are located. if you use the fmxlinux
source code, make sure to download and unzip it to the fmxlinux-1.52librelease directory. before
installing fmxlinux, you need to set the path to fmxlinux libraries. if you use the already available

linux ports, you can find the directory where your current linux packages are located. if you use the
fmxlinux source code, make sure to download and unzip it to the fmxlinux-1.52librelease directory.
once you have your application compiled in fmxlinux the easiest way to try it out is to install it on a
virtual machine. if you are using macos x i would recommend vmware fusion but virtualbox is also
good and there are some inexpensive vmware machines that you can use that are easier to setup.

the one i use for all my virtual machine development is the virtualbox 5.2 free vm from sun
microsystems for windows or linux (available at the sun microsystems web site). the virtual machine
can be easily setup from the virtualbox program and allows you to easily install your application with

just a couple of mouse clicks. once you have your linux application running you can compile your
fmxlinux app in delphi and start the broadwayd server in linux and watch your firemonkey app run in
the browser. the advantage of compiling an fmxlinux app in delphi 10.3 rio is you can see your app

right away in your web browser without having to compile and install the app in linux. below is a
video showing how to compile an fmxlinux app with delphi 10.3 rio for linux: 5ec8ef588b
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